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Lewis and ClarkeThe Incredible Journey of
Lewis and Clark

Undaunted Courage
Index of preceding volumes of Lewis and Clark
expedition.

The Essential Lewis and Clark
Describes the expedition led by Lewis and
Clark to explore the unknown western regions
of America at the beginning of the nineteenth
century.

The Journals of Lewis and Clark,
1804-1806
"A former Washington State Historical Society
director examines the Corps of Discovery's
journey after they crossed the Rocky
Mountains. He places curious and seemingly
inexplicable aspects of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition story into a broader historical
context, and reveals how earlier explorers
and fur traders influenced the American
captains"--

I Should be Extremely Happy in Your
Company
Here is an award-winning, new translation
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that brings to light Gregory's complex
identity as an early mystic. Gregory (c.
332-395) was one of the Greek Cappadocian
Fathers, along with St. Basil the Great and
St. Gregory Nazianzen.

Lewis & Clark
A study of the substantial evidence for a
former race of giants in North America and
its 150-year suppression by the Smithsonian
Institution • Shows how thousands of giant
skeletons have been found, particularly in
the Mississippi Valley, as well as the ruins
of the giants’ cities • Explores 400 years of
giant finds, including newspaper articles,
first person accounts, state historical
records, and illustrated field reports •
Reveals the Stonehenge-era megalithic burial
complex on Catalina Island with over 4,000
giant skeletons, including kings more than 9
feet tall • Includes more than 100 rare
photographs and illustrations of the lost
evidence Drawing on 400 years of newspaper
articles and photos, first person accounts,
state historical records, and illustrated
field reports, Richard J. Dewhurst reveals
not only that North America was once ruled by
an advanced race of giants but also that the
Smithsonian has been actively suppressing the
physical evidence for nearly 150 years. He
shows how thousands of giant skeletons have
been unearthed at Mound Builder sites across
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the continent, only to disappear from the
historical record. He examines other
concealed giant discoveries, such as the
giant mummies found in Spirit Cave, Nevada,
wrapped in fine textiles and dating to 8000
BCE; the hundreds of red-haired bog mummies
found at sinkhole “cenotes” on the west coast
of Florida and dating to 7500 BCE; and the
ruins of the giants’ cities with populations
in excess of 100,000 in Arizona, Oklahoma,
Alabama, and Louisiana. Dewhurst shows how
this suppression began shortly after the
Civil War and transformed into an outright
cover-up in 1879 when Major John Wesley
Powell was appointed Smithsonian director,
launching a strict pro-evolution, proManifest Destiny agenda. He also reveals the
1920s’ discovery on Catalina Island of a
megalithic burial complex with 6,000 years of
continuous burials and over 4,000 skeletons,
including a succession of kings and queens,
some more than 9 feet tall--the evidence for
which is hidden in the restricted-access
evidence rooms at the Smithsonian.

The Journal of Augustus Pelletier
Chronicles the epic journey of Lewis and
Clark across uncharted wilderness to the
Pacific Ocean, in a narrative that
incorporates entries from the explorers'
journals and a new preliminary essay on
making a filmed recreation.
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The Journals of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition: Comprehensive index
With nuanced observations from the star
author and historian, here are the celebrated
journals documenting Lewis and Clark's
legendary expedition into the uncharted
American West, abridged into a single volume
and translated into modern English. At the
start of the 19th century, Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark embarked on an
unprecedented voyage of discovery. Their
assignment was to explore the newly acquired
Louisiana Territory and record the geography,
flora, fauna, and people they encountered
along the way. This updated edition of the
captains' journals combines historical
insight from editor Anthony Brandt with the
rich detail of Lewis and Clark's original
writing, as well as archival maps and
artwork. An enthralling portrait of the
unspoiled West, this true-life adventure
story is a window to the dawning of
America--from encounters with grizzly bears
to councils with tribal leaders and perilous
mountain crossings.

Lewis and Clark For Dummies
Describes the expedition led by Meriwether
Lewis and William Clark to explore the
unknown western regions of America at the
beginning of the nineteenth century. Includes
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facsimiles of journal entries, maps, and
letters inserted in folders and under flaps.

The Lewis and Clark Expedition Day by
Day
A fictionalized account based on the Lewis
and Clark expedition to the Pacific Ocean
seeks to convey what was happening in the
minds of the explorers and to bring life to
the collision of white and Native American
cultures of the period. Reprint.

U.S. History
Describes the author's trip through the
American West--retracing Lewis and Clark's
historic trail--and his encounters with the
people who have adopted the myths of the West

Lewis and Clark on the Trail of
Discovery
A beautifully rendered reference guide to the
Great Plains portion of the famous expedition
through the American West highlights the
explorer's remarkable encounters with
previously undocumented flora and fauna as
they moved through the Plains region.
Original. (Biology & Natural History)

Lewis & Clark
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Presents, in graphic novel format, the
adventures of explorers Lewis and Clark
during their journey from St. Louis to the
Pacific Ocean.

Gregory of Nyssa (CWS)
The Lewis and Clark Expedition Coloring
Book
This volume engages the concept and related
notions of cultural hegemony, cultural
erosion, cultural hybridity and cultural
survival by considering whether five regimes
in Asia deploy policies aimed at extirpating
the language, religion, arts, customs or
other elements of the cultures of nondominant peoples.

Blazing West, the Journal of Augustus
Pelletier, the Lewis and Clark
Expedition 1804
The National Parks
A fictional journal kept by twelve-year-old
Augustus Pelletier, the youngest member of
Lewis and Clark's Corps of Discovery.

Lewis and Clark and Me
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Recounts the journey into the western United
States conducted by explorers Lewis and
Clark, outlining their routes, personal
experiences, and encounters with the Native
Americans.

History of the Expedition Under the
Command of Lewis and Clark
Join Meriwether Lewis and William Clark's
Corps of Discovery as they navigate the muddy
Missouri River and begin a great adventure
set against the background of the vast North
American continent. "Lewis and Clark for
Kids" takes children from President
Jefferson's vision of an exploratory mission
across a continent full of unique plants and
animals through their dangerous and
challenging journey into the unknown to the
expedition's triumphant return to the
frontier town of St. Louis. Twenty-one
activities bring to life the Native American
tribes they encountered, the plants and
animals they discovered, and the camping and
navigating techniques they used. A glossary
of terms and listings of Lewis and Clark
sites, museums, and related Web sites round
out this comprehensive activity book.

Cultural Genocide and Asian State
Peripheries
The companion volume to the PBS film follows
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the epic odyssey of Meriwether Lewis and
William Clark from St. Louis to the Pacific
Ocean, documenting the varied spectrum of
landscapes, people and cultures, and wildlife
that they encountered. Reprint. TV tie-in.
35,000 first printing.

Lewis and Clark for Kids
One of the greatest challenges faced by
William Clark and Meriwether Lewis on their
1804?6 Corps of Discovery expedition was that
of medical emergencies on the trail. Without
an attending physician, even routine ailments
and injuries could have tragic consequences
for the expedition?s success and the safety
of its members. Of these dangers, the most
insidious and potentially devastating was the
slow, painful, and oftentimes fatal ravage of
venereal disease. ø Physician Thomas P. Lowry
delves into the world of nineteenth-century
medicine, uncovering the expedition?s very
real fear of venereal disease. Lewis and
Clark knew they were unlikely to prevent
their men from forming sexual liaisons on the
trail, so they prepared for the consequences
of encounters with potentially infected
people, as well as the consequences of
preexisting disease, by stocking themselves
with medicine and the latest scientific
knowledge from the best minds in America.
Lewis and Clark?s expedition encountered
Native peoples who experienced venereal
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disease as a result of liaisons with French,
British, Spanish, and Canadian travelers and
had their own methods for curing its victims,
or at least for easing the pain it inflicted.
ø Lowry?s careful study of the explorers?
journals sheds new light on this neglected
aspect of the expedition, showing in detail
how sex and venereal disease affected the men
and their mission, and describes how diverse
peoples faced a common threat with the best
knowledge and tools at their disposal.

What Was the Lewis and Clark
Expedition?
"Thomas Jefferson's Corps of Discovery
included Captains Lewis and Clark and a crew
of 28 men to chart a route from St. Louis to
the Pacific Ocean. All the crew but one
volunteered for the mission. York, the
enslaved man taken on the journey, did not
choose to go. Slaves did not have choices.
York's contributions to the expedition,
however, were invaluable. The captains came
to rely on York's judgement, determination,
and peacemaking role with the American Indian
nations they encountered. But as York's
independence and status rose on the journey,
the question remained what status he would
carry once the expedition was over. This is
his story."--Provided by publisher.

The Lewis and Clark Journals
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Presents a narrative history of the American
National Park System, examining the events
and political battles that led to the
establishment of each park while profiling
each for its unique attributes, in a volume
that also pays tribute to key advocates.

History of the Expedition
Published by OpenStax College, U.S. History
covers the breadth of the chronological
history of the United States and also
provides the necessary depth to ensure the
course is manageable for instructors and
students alike. U.S. History is designed to
meet the scope and sequence requirements of
most courses. The authors introduce key
forces and major developments that together
form the American experience, with particular
attention paid to considering issues of race,
class and gender. The text provides a
balanced approach to U.S. history,
considering the people, events and ideas that
have shaped the United States from both the
top down (politics, economics, diplomacy) and
bottom up (eyewitness accounts, lived
experience).

Bold Journey
The diaries and personal accounts of William
Clark, Meriwether Lewis, and other members of
their expedition chronicle their epic journey
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across North America in search of a river
passage to the Pacific Ocean and describe
their encounters with the Native American
peoples of the West, exotic flora and fauna,
and amazing natural wonders.

The Essential Lewis and Clark
A fictional journal kept by twelve-year-old
Augustus Pelletier, the youngest member of
Lewis and Clark's Corps of Discovery.

Lewis and Clark Among the Indians
(Bicentennial Edition)
Presents an account of the two-and-a-halfyear expedition that yielded vast knowledge
of the West, geographically and
scientifically.

Out West
The Journey of York
Exciting narrative follows a band of
courageous men as they explore the American
Northwest in the early 1800s, threading their
way through Indian territory, crossing the
Great Divide, and descending the Pacific
slope.

Into the Wilderness
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The Lewis and Clark expedition was the
greatest camping trip in history. It was one
of those irresistible American adventures
that many people dream of living. This book
shares the delightful details of the journey
that historians have gleaned from the group’s
journals and maps, and also discusses what’s
known of the Indian perspective of the
expedition. Throughout the book, you find out
about Jefferson’s western exploration from
his earliest efforts to see the Corps
assembled through the aftermath for the
explorers, the tribes, and the United States.
But the focus of Lewis & Clark For Dummies is
on the period between Jefferson’s
confidential letter to Congress requesting
dollars to mount a western exploration
(January 18,1803) and the expedition’s
triumphant (and improbable) return to St.
Louis (September 23, 1806): forty-two months
that changed the world. Join Lewis and Clark
as they recruit the Corps of Discovery, meet
Sacagawea and various Indian tribes, and set
off along the Missouri River on a thrilling,
perilous journey. Lewis & Clark For Dummies
also covers the following topics and more:
The expedition’s people and places
Jefferson’s fascination with the West Final
preparations of Meriwether Lewis Weathering
storms to launch the expedition The
discomforts and dangers of the journey Making
maps and writing reports A first look at the
Pacific Ocean The story of Lewis and Clark
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doesn’t end with their return to St. Louis.
This book will also lead you on an
exploration of the fates and lessons of the
Corps of Discovery. Find out what happened to
Lewis, Clark, and many other key players
after their famous journey. And examine the
aftermath for the American Indians and the
political and cultural ramifications for the
United States. You’ll even find the resources
you need to plan your own recreation of the
expedition as you take the Trail yourself!

Lewis and Clark
The journals of Meriwether Lewis and William
Clark remain the single most important
document in the history of American
exploration. Through these tales of
adventure, edited and annotated by American
Book Award nominee Landon Jones, we meet
Indian peoples and see the Great Plains, the
Rocky Mountains, and western rivers the way
Lewis and Clark first observed them -majestic, pristine, uncharted, and aweinspiring.

The Lewis & Clark Expedition
From the New York Times bestselling author of
Band of Brothers and D-Day, the definitive
book on Lewis and Clark’s exploration of the
Louisiana Purchase, the most momentous
expedition in American history and one of the
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great adventure stories of all time. In 1803
President Thomas Jefferson selected his
personal secretary, Captain Meriwether Lewis,
to lead a voyage up the Missouri River to the
Rockies, over the mountains, down the
Columbia River to the Pacific Ocean, and
back. Lewis and his partner, Captain William
Clark, made the first map of the transMississippi West, provided invaluable
scientific data on the flora and fauna of the
Louisiana Purchase territory, and established
the American claim to Oregon, Washington, and
Idaho. Ambrose has pieced together previously
unknown information about weather, terrain,
and medical knowledge at the time to provide
a vivid backdrop for the expedition. Lewis is
supported by a rich variety of colorful
characters, first of all Jefferson himself,
whose interest in exploring and acquiring the
American West went back thirty years. Next
comes Clark, a rugged frontiersman whose love
for Lewis matched Jefferson’s. There are
numerous Indian chiefs, and Sacagawea, the
Indian girl who accompanied the expedition,
along with the French-Indian hunter
Drouillard, the great naturalists of
Philadelphia, the French and Spanish fur
traders of St. Louis, John Quincy Adams, and
many more leading political, scientific, and
military figures of the turn of the century.
High adventure, high politics, suspense,
drama, and diplomacy combine with high
romance and personal tragedy to make this
outstanding work of scholarship as readable
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as a novel.

Lewis and Clark
History of the Expedition - Under the command
of Captains Lewis and Clark, to the sources
of Missouri, thence across the Rocky
Mountains, and down the river Columbia to the
Pacific Ocean. Vol. 2 is an unchanged, highquality reprint of the original edition of
1868. Hansebooks is editor of the literature
on different topic areas such as research and
science, travel and expeditions, cooking and
nutrition, medicine, and other genres. As a
publisher we focus on the preservation of
historical literature. Many works of
historical writers and scientists are
available today as antiques only. Hansebooks
newly publishes these books and contributes
to the preservation of literature which has
become rare and historical knowledge for the
future.

Venereal Disease and the Lewis and
Clark Expedition
On May 14, 1804, Captains Meriwether Lewis
and William Clark set off to explore a vast
wilderness of 825,000 square miles purchased
from the French. 45 accurate, precisely
rendered illustrations recapture highpoints
of expedition.
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Lewis and Clark Reframed
In May 1804, Meriwether Lewis, William Clark,
and their Corps of Discovery set out on a
journey of a lifetime to explore and
interpret the American West. The Lewis and
Clark Expedition Day by Day follows this
exploration with a daily narrative of their
journey, from its starting point in Illinois
in 1804 to its successful return to St. Louis
in September 1806. This accessible chronicle,
presented by Lewis and Clark historian Gary
E. Moulton, depicts each riveting day of the
Corps of Discovery’s journey. Drawn from the
journals of the two captains and four
enlisted men, this volume recounts personal
stories, scientific pursuits, and geographic
challenges, along with vivid descriptions of
encounters with Native peoples and unknown
lands and discoveries of new species of flora
and fauna. This modern reference brings the
story of the Lewis and Clark expedition to
life in a new way, from the first hoisting of
the sail to the final celebratory dinner.

Lewis and Clark on the Great Plains
Describes the expedition led by Lewis and
Clark to explore the unknown western regions
of America at the beginning of the nineteenth
century. Includes related activities.

The Ancient Giants Who Ruled America
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The Lewis and Clark Expedition
An interdisciplinary collection of essays
which explore the legacy of the Lewis & Clark
Expedition, and offers new perspectives on
these American icons.

The Story of the Lewis and Clark
Expedition
Particularly valuable for Ronda's inclusion
of pertinent background information about the
various tribes and for his ethnological
analysis. An appendix also places the
Sacagawea myth in its proper perspective.
Gracefully written, the book bridges the gap
between academic and general
audiences.OCo"Choice""

History of the Expedition Under the
Command of Captains Lewis and Clarke
Seaman, Meriwether Lewis's Newfoundland dog,
describes Lewis and Clark's expedition, which
he accompanied from St. Louis to the Pacific
Ocean.

The Incredible Journey of Lewis and
Clark
Private Hugh McNeal relates his experiences
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accompanying Captains Lewis and Clark on
their 1804-1806 expedition in search of a
northwest passage to the Pacific Ocean.
Reissue.
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